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A B S T R A C T

Why do people believe blatantly inaccurate news headlines (“fake news”)? Do we use our reasoning abilities to
convince ourselves that statements that align with our ideology are true, or does reasoning allow us to effectively
differentiate fake from real regardless of political ideology? Here we test these competing accounts in two studies
(total N=3446 Mechanical Turk workers) by using the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT) as a measure of the
propensity to engage in analytical reasoning. We find that CRT performance is negatively correlated with the
perceived accuracy of fake news, and positively correlated with the ability to discern fake news from real news –
even for headlines that align with individuals’ political ideology. Moreover, overall discernment was actually
better for ideologically aligned headlines than for misaligned headlines. Finally, a headline-level analysis finds
that CRT is negatively correlated with perceived accuracy of relatively implausible (primarily fake) headlines,
and positively correlated with perceived accuracy of relatively plausible (primarily real) headlines. In contrast,
the correlation between CRT and perceived accuracy is unrelated to how closely the headline aligns with the
participant’s ideology. Thus, we conclude that analytic thinking is used to assess the plausibility of headlines,
regardless of whether the stories are consistent or inconsistent with one’s political ideology. Our findings
therefore suggest that susceptibility to fake news is driven more by lazy thinking than it is by partisan bias per se
– a finding that opens potential avenues for fighting fake news.

1. Introduction

One of the more captivating developments of the 2016 US
Presidential election was the apparent rise of political fake news stories
on social media. One analysis indicated that Facebook engagement
(likes, comments, shares) was actually greater for the top 20 fake news
stories than the top 20 real news stories in the three months leading up
to the election (Silverman, Strapagiel, Shaban, & Hall, 2016). What are
the cognitive mechanisms that explain why patently false (and often
quite implausible) news stories have been able to gain traction on social
media? Here we contrast two broad accounts of the cognitive me-
chanisms that explain belief in fake news: A motivated reasoning ac-
count that suggests that belief in fake news is driven primarily by
partisanship, and a classical reasoning account where belief in fake
news is driven by a failure to engage in sufficient analytic reasoning.

1.1. Defining fake news

Fake news is not a new phenomenon. Tabloid magazines have been

around since the beginning of the 20th century (Lazer et al., 2018).
Nonetheless, fake news as it has been discussed recently (e.g., Allcott &
Gentzkow, 2017; Shane, 2017) seems to have gained an unprecedented
level of prominence through the rise of social media. Lazer et al. define
fake news as (p. 1094): “… fabricated information that mimics news
media content in form but not in organizational process or intent.” Fake
news, in its present form, consists primarily of highly salient (if im-
plausible) fabricated claims that are created to spread on social media.
A common tactic among fake news creators is to use highly partisan
political content to drive engagement.

1.2. A motivated reasoning account of fake news

What cognitive factors drive belief in, versus rejection of, fake
news? Perhaps the most broadly accepted claim is that belief in political
fake news – the category that has captured the majority of the public’s
attention – is driven primarily by partisanship (Kahan, 2017; Van Bavel
& Pereira, 2018). This claim is supported by pervasive effects of moti-
vated reasoning on various forms of judgment (Haidt, 2012; Kahan,
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2013; Mercier & Sperber, 2011). For example, voters are more inclined
to support a preferred political candidate when presented with negative
information (up to a point; Redlawsk, Civettini, & Emmerson, 2010).
Individuals also forcefully debate arguments that are inconsistent with
their political ideology but passively and uncritically accept arguments
that support their political ideology (Strickland, Taber, & Lodge, 2011).
Moreover, there is some evidence that political misconceptions are re-
sistant to explicit corrections (Berinsky, 2017; Nyhan & Reifler, 2010;
but see Ecker, Hogan, & Lewandowsky, 2017; Swire, Ecker, &
Lewandowsky, 2017). Given the political nature of fake news, similar
motivated reasoning effects may explain why entirely fabricated claims
have received so much attention on social media. That is, individuals
may be susceptible to fake news stories that are amenable to their po-
litical ideology. In addition to its support among experts (Kahan, 2017;
Van Bavel & Pereira, 2018), this narrative has also been favored in
media coverage of belief in fake news (e.g., Beck, 2017; Taub, 2017).

One form of the motivated reasoning account that has gained par-
ticular traction is the Motivated System 2 Reasoning (MS2R) account,
which posits that explicit deliberation causes people to preferentially
believe information which aligns with their ideological identity – that
is, cognitive reflection increases the propensity to engage in ideologi-
cally motivated reasoning (Kahan, 2013). By this account, deliberation
exacerbates partisan differences, and people who are more analytical
thinkers wind up more polarized, rather than more accurate, in their
beliefs. Supporting this prediction, there is evidence that the propensity
to think analytically increases political polarization in the context of
climate change (Kahan et al., 2012; see also Drummond & Fischhoff,
2017), gun control (Kahan, Peters, Dawson, & Slovic, 2017; see also
Ballarini & Sloman, 2017; Kahan & Peters, 2017), and selective ex-
posure to political information (Knobloch-Westerwick, Mothes, &
Polavin, 2017).

In the context of fake news and misinformation, the MS2R account
predicts a positive correlation between analytic thinking and perceived
accuracy of politically consistent fake news headlines (see Kahan,
2017). The MS2R account is of theoretical importance because it con-
flicts with an alternative broad perspective in the tradition of dual-
process theories of reasoning in which analytic thinking is thought to
support sound judgment (Evans, 2003; Stanovich, 2005). We will refer
to this alternative account as, simply, the classical reasoning account.

1.3. A classical reasoning account of fake news

According to dual-process theory, human cognition can be char-
acterized by a distinction between autonomous, intuitive (System 1)
processes and deliberative, analytic (System 2) processes (De Neys,
2012; Evans & Stanovich, 2013; Kahneman, 2011; Pennycook,
Fugelsang, & Koehler, 2015a). Consider the following problem from the
Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT; Frederick, 2005):

A bat and ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1.00 more than the
ball. How much does the ball cost?

The problem elicits a fast, intuitive response (10 cents) that, upon
reflection, is obviously wrong (if the ball cost 10 cents, the bat would
have to cost $1.10 and they would total $1.20). Nonetheless, the in-
correct intuitive response is typically the modal response (e.g., 65% in
Pennycook, Cheyne, Koehler, & Fugelsang, 2016), indicating an overall
failure to engage in reflective reasoning processes (Pennycook & Ross,
2016).

It has been argued that the bat-and-ball problem – and others of its
type – reflect a crucial aspect of our cognitive architecture: the will-
ingness or propensity to think analytically (Pennycook, Fugelsang, &
Koehler, 2015b). Humans are cognitive misers, in that resource-de-
manding cognitive processes are typically avoided (Fiske & Taylor,
2013; Stanovich, 1999; Stanovich & West, 2000). Nonetheless, some are
less miserly than others and participants who do well on the CRT also
perform better on rational thinking tests (Stanovich, West, & Toplak,
2011; Toplak, West, & Stanovich, 2014).

This research supports the presumption, pervasive in “classical
reasoning” approaches (Kohlberg, 1969; Piaget, 1932), that reasoning
supports sound judgment. Indeed, a surge of recent research has broa-
dened the support for this approach further by linking the propensity to
engage deliberative reasoning processes (rather than relying on “gut
feelings” or intuitions) with skepticism about epistemically suspect
beliefs (Pennycook, et al., 2015b). For example, analytic thinking has
been associated with religious and paranormal disbelief (Gervais &
Norenzayan, 2012; Pennycook, Cheyne, Seli, Koehler, & Fugelsang,
2012; Pennycook, Ross, Koehler, & Fugelsang, 2016; Shenhav, Rand, &
Greene, 2012), acceptance of some scientific claims (e.g., evolution:
Gervais, 2015; astronomy, evolution, geology, mechanics, perception,
and thermodynamics: Shtulman & McCallum, 2014), rejection of con-
spiracy theories (Swami, Voracek, Stieger, Tran, & Furnham, 2014),
and the detection of pseudo-profound bullshit (Pennycook, Cheyne,
Barr, Koehler, & Fugelsang, 2015).

In the context of fake news and misinformation, therefore, the
classical reasoning account suggests that analytic thinking will support
accurate belief formation about fake news content. Thus, in contrast to
the MS2R account, the classical reasoning account predicts that analytic
thinking will positively predict the ability to discern between fake and
real news, regardless of whether it is consistent or inconsistent with
one’s political ideology.

1.4. The current study

The question of whether analytic thinking supports or undermines
fake news susceptibility has consequences for broader perspectives on
dual-process theories of cognitive function. The MS2R account suggests
that the typical framing of dual-process theories (in which analytic
thinking supports sound judgment) may be misguided. The classical
reasoning account suggests that the effects of motivated System 2 rea-
soning uncovered in the context of political claims may be exceptions,
rather than the rule. Given that fake news is both highly partisan and
plainly untrue, it represents a strong test case to compare the relative
scope of these two perspectives. Does analytic reasoning help or hurt?
In this paper, we investigate this question by examining the correlation
between CRT performance and perceived accuracy of fake and real
news headlines that are either ideologically concordant or discordant.

2. Study 1

We compiled list of fake and real news items (via Pennycook, 2017)
that were ideologically attractive to Democrats (e.g., “Pennsylvania
Federal Court Grants Legal Authority to REMOVE TRUMP After Russian
Meddling,” which we will refer to as Democrat-consistent) or Repub-
licans (e.g., “Election Night: Hillary Was Drunk, Got Physical With
Mook and Podesta,” which we will refer to Republican-consistent). If
cognitive reflection supports (and exacerbates) motivated reasoning in
the realm of news – as per the MS2R account – CRT should be positively
correlated with perceived accuracy of Democrat-consistent fake news
headlines among those who support Hillary Clinton over Donald Trump
(and, conversely, for Republican-consistent headlines among Trump
supporters).1 We also included a set of neutral news stories that did not
contain political content (e.g., “Because Of The Lack Of Men, Iceland
Gives $5000 Per Month To Immigrants Who Marry Icelandic Women!”)
as a baseline.

2.1. Method

We report how we determined our sample size, all data exclusions,
all manipulations, and all measures in the study. Our data and

1 For ease of exposition, we will refer to individuals who choose Clinton over Trump as
“Clinton supporters” and those who choose Trump over Clinton as “Trump supporters”.
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preregistration are available online (https://osf.io/tuw89/).

2.1.1. Participants
Our preregistered sample for Study 1 was 800 participants from

Amazon Mechanical Turk. In total, 843 participants completed some
portion of the study. We had complete data for 802 participants (41
participants did not finish). The final sample (Mean age=37.2) in-
cluded 387 males and 414 females (3 did not respond to the gender
question). This study was completed on January 5th and 6th, 2017.

2.1.2. Materials and procedure
We presented participants with 15 headlines that were factually

accurate (real news) and 15 that were entirely untrue (fake news). All
fake news headlines were originally taken from Snopes.com, a well-
known fact-checking website. Real news headlines were selected from
mainstream news sources (e.g., NPR, The Washington Post) and were
contemporary with the fake news headlines. The headlines were pre-
sented in the format of a Facebook post – namely, with a picture ac-
companied by a headline, byline, and a source (e.g.,
“thelastlineofdefense.org”). Our news items can be found in
Supplementary Materials (SM).

As mentioned, five stories of each type were selected to be
Democrat-consistent, Republican-consistent, and politically neutral. To
validate this sorting of items, we conducted a pretest (N=195) where
participants rated the relative partisanship of a set of real or fake po-
litical news headlines (including all items used in Studies 1 and 2, along
with additional items). Participants were asked to assume the headline
was entirely accurate and to judge how favorable it would be for
Democrats versus Republicans (on a 5-point scale from “more favorable
to Democrats” to “more favorable to Republicans”). This analysis con-
firmed that the items that were selected to be Democrat-consistent
were, in fact, less favorable for Republicans (Mfake=2.3; Mreal=2.4)
than the items selected to be Republican-consistent items (Mfake=3.7;
Mreal=3.7), fake: t(99)= 12.8, p < .001, d=1.28; real: t
(96)= 11.73, p < .001, d=1.19. Moreover, the two classes of items
(Democrat-consistent v. Republican-consistent) were equally different
from scale-midpoint (i.e., 3) for both real and fake news headlines,
t’s < 1. The non-political neutral headlines were not included in the
pretest (which focused on determining the partisanship of political
news headlines).

For each headline, participants answered three questions: “Have
you seen or heard about this story before?” (response options: no/un-
sure/yes), 2) “To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is the claim
in the above headline?” (response options: not at all accurate/not very
accurate/somewhat accurate/very accurate), and 3) “Would you con-
sider sharing this story online (for example, through Facebook or
Twitter)?” (response options: I would never share something political
online (data removed from analysis), no, maybe, yes). Headlines were
presented in a random order for each participant.

Next, participants completed seven items from two versions of the
Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT). First, they received a reworded version
of the original Frederick (2005) CRT (via Shenhav, et al., 2012).
Second, we administered the 4-item non-numeric CRT from Thomson
and Oppenheimer (2016). The two versions were significantly corre-
lated, r(8 0 0)= .57, and the full 7-item CRT had acceptable reliability,
Cronbach’s α= .75.

Participants also completed a pseudo-profound bullshit receptivity
task. For this, participants were presented with 10 randomly generated
sentences filled with abstract buzzwords (e.g., “We are in the midst of a
high-frequency blossoming of interconnectedness that will give us ac-
cess to the quantum soup itself”) and were asked to rate how profound
they took them to be on a 5-point scale (from “not at all profound” to
“very profound”). The items were taken from Pennycook, Cheyne,
et al., (2015), Study 1. As this is not the focus of the present manuscript,
these data will not be analyzed here.

Demographic questions came at the end of the survey. These

included age, sex, education, proficiency in English, political party
(Democratic, Republican, Independent, other), and two questions about
the 2016 election. For this, participants were first asked to indicate who
they voted for (given the following options: Hillary Clinton, Donald
Trump, Other Candidate (such as Jill Stein or Gary Johnson), I did not
vote for reasons outside my control, I did not vote but I could have, and
I did not vote out of protest. Participants were then asked “If you ab-
solutely had to choose between only Clinton and Trump, who would
you prefer to be the next President of the United States?”. Finally,
participants were asked to indicate their political ideology with respect
to economic and social issues (in two separate questions).

2.2. Results and discussion

We preregistered our hypotheses and primary analyses. A detailed
description of our preregistration can be found in SM. We preregistered
the intention to use a dichotomous scoring of our 4-point accuracy
measure (i.e., combining “not at all” with “not very” accurate, and
“somewhat” with “very” accurate), but upon further consideration
decided that using full continuous measures was more appropriate. The
main text therefore reports analyses using the continuous accuracy
measure, but the results are equivalent when using the preregistered
dichotomous scoring (see SM; also note that correlations between
continuous and dichotomous versions of the same measure ranged from
r= .85 to r= .97 across items). With the exception of this altered
scoring of the dependent variable, all analyses were preregistered, ex-
cept for those described as post hoc.2 Descriptive statistics for primary
variables can be found in the SM.

Correlations between CRT performance and perceived accuracy for
fake and real news stories are presented in Table 1. Mean accuracy
judgments for partisan fake and real news headlines as a function of
CRT performance and political ideology are presented in Fig. 1. First,
there was no evidence of the positive correlation between CRT and
perceived accuracy of politically-consistent fake news predicted by the
MS2R account. The same was true for social media sharing of fake news
(Table 1b). Thus, cognitive reflection does not increase the likelihood
that individuals will judge politically-consistent fake news headlines as
accurate, contrary to the MS2R account (Kahan, 2013; 2017). Rather, as
per the classical reasoning account, more analytic individuals rated fake
news as less accurate regardless of whether it was consistent or in-
consistent with their political ideology. Moreover, there was a general
tendency for more analytic individuals to rate real news as more accu-
rate (although not for Republican-consistent and neutral news head-
lines among Clinton supporters). As a result, a post hoc analysis of media
truth discernment (average accuracy ratings of real news minus average
accuracy ratings of fake news) found that, regardless of the partisanship
of the participant or the headline, more analytic individuals were better
able to differentiate between fake and real news. (Similar results are
obtained when scoring the CRT based on number of intuitive responses,
rather than correct responses, which shows that this relationship was
not simply the result of participants who responded randomly to all
questions; see SM for details).

To visualize this overall effect, the distribution of media truth dis-
cernment scores of low versus high CRT scorers (collapsing across
partisanship of participant and headline) is presented in Fig. 2. In ad-
dition, we note that a post hoc analysis indicates that the overall cor-
relation between CRT and discernment, collapsing over all participants
and headlines, is robust to including a range of demographic variables
as covariates. Media truth discernment was entered into a multiple
regression model as a dependent variable with age, gender, education,

2 We also preregistered analyses that pertain to issues which are not the focus of the
current paper, but will instead be presented in future work (specifically, correlations of
fake and real news with familiarity and bullshit receptivity, as well as differences in
sharing likelihood of fake versus real news).
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political conservatism, and CRT as independent variables (see Table 2).
CRT remained a significant predictor, t(7 9 2)= 6.46, p < .001, and
the CRT effect size was similar without (r= .27) versus with demo-
graphic covariates (β= .22). Finally, we note that a post hoc analysis
shows that the positive correlation between CRT and discernment was
robust to excluding items that participants indicated they had seen
previously (fake news: r=−.15; real news: r= .13; discernment:
r= .24, all p’s < .001). Thus, it is not the case that more analytic
thinkers were more discerning merely because they were more
knowledgeable about the headlines.

In addition to contradicting the specific predictions of the MS2R

account, the results are also inconsistent with more general motivated
reasoning accounts which do not take a specifically dual-process per-
spective. Collapsing across CRT scores, a post hoc analysis revealed that

Table 1
Correlation (Pearson r) between Cognitive Reflection Test performance and primary variables in Study 1 as a function of Hillary Clinton versus Donald Trump support
(based on a forced choice). Participants indicated perceived accuracy (a) and willingness to share (b) for both fake and real news stories of three types: Democrat-
consistent political news, Republican-consistent political news, and Neutral (non-political) news. “Discernment” refers to media truth discernment, which was
computed by subtracting z-scores for fake news (false alarms) from z-scores for real news (hits) (the analysis of discernment scores was post hoc). Responses for which
participants selected the option indicating that they were unwilling to ever share political news on social media were removed from the social media sharing analysis.
Clinton supporters: N=483 for perceived accuracy; N=400 for social media sharing. Trump supporters: N=317 for perceived accuracy; N=265 for social media
sharing.

Democrat-consistent Republican-consistent Neutral

Fake Real Discernment Fake Real Discernment Fake Real Discernment

a) Perceived accuracy
Clinton supporters −.25*** .13** .28*** −.16*** −.03 .10* −.16** .07 .19***

Trump supporters −.12* .15** .23*** −.08 .16** .20*** −.09 .18** .23***

b) Social media sharing
Clinton supporters −.25*** −.11** .10* −.26*** −.26*** .01 −.25*** −.14** .12*

Trump supporters −.19** −.12* .12 −.14* −.14* −.002 −.17** −.09 .10

*** p < .001.
** p < .01.
* p < .05.

Fig. 1. Mean perceived accuracy of (a) fake and (b) real news headlines as a
function of political ideology (support for Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump),
political valence of headline (Democrat-consistent, Republican-consistent, or
neutral), and Cognitive Reflection Test performance (bottom quartile = “in-
tuitive”; top quartile = “deliberative”). Clinton support: Nintuitive=73;
Ndeliberative=129. Trump support: Nintuitive=62; Ndeliberative=69. Error bars
represent 95% CIs.

Fig. 2. Distribution of mean media truth discernment scores (a high score in-
dicates an increased capacity to distinguish real from fake news) as a function
of Cognitive Reflection Test performance (bottom quartile = “intuitive”; top
quartile = “deliberative”). Media truth discernment scores were computed by
subtracting perceived accuracy of fake news from perceived accuracy of real
news and dividing by 4 (i.e., the potential scale ranges from −1 to 1 with −1
indicating complete belief in fake news and disbelief in real news, 0 indicating
no discernment between the fake and real, and 1 indicating complete belief in
real news and disbelief in fake news).

Table 2
Final step of hierarchical multiple regression analysis (Study 1) predicting
media truth discernment with age, gender (1=male, 2= female), education,
conservatism (combined social and economic conservatism), and performance
on the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT) as predictors. Media truth discernment
was computed by subtracting z-scores for fake news (false alarms) from z-scores
for real news (hits); i.e., a high score indicates an increased capacity to dis-
tinguish real from fake news). The first column indicates pairwise correlations,
while the remaining columns show the final step of hierarchical multiple re-
gression analysis predicting media truth discernment with the other variables.
VIF=Variance inflation factor (test of multicollinearity). N=797.

r β t p Tolerance VIF

Intercept 6.92 < .001
CRT .27 .22 6.46 < .001 0.94 1.07
Age .09 .09 2.64 .008 0.96 1.04
Gender −.08 −.07 1.95 .052 0.97 1.04
Education .13 .08 2.47 .014 0.98 1.02
Conservatism −.16 −.15 4.22 < .001 0.95 1.05
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there was a significant interaction between political concordance and
type of news headline (fake, real), F(1, 799)= 83.02, p < .001,
ƞ2= .09, such that the difference in perceived accuracy between fake
and real news was significantly larger for politically concordant head-
lines than politically discordant headlines (Fig. 3); put differently, our
participants were actually better able to discern real from fake news
among headlines that were consistent with their political ideology rather
than inconsistent, t(7 9 9)= 9.11, p < .001, d= .32. This suggests that
motivated reasoning is not leading people to preferentially believe fake
news.

A secondary (but preregistered) question is whether Clinton and
Trump supporters are equally susceptible to fake news. To investigate
this possibility, we entered perceived accuracy into a 2 (fake, real)× 3
(Democrat-consistent, Republican-consistent, Neutral)× 2 (Clinton
support, Trump support) mixed design ANOVA. There was a main effect
of political ideology, F(1, 798)= 4.81, p= .029, ƞ2= .01, such that
perceived accuracy across all items (both real and fake) was larger for
Clinton supporters (M=2.31) than Trump supporters (M=2.26).
However, all other main effects and two-way interactions were sig-
nificant, all F’s > 28, p’s < .001. There was also a strong three-way
interaction (for means and standard deviations, see SM), F(1,
798)= 35.10, p < .001, ƞ2= .04.

Given that the key question is whether left-leaning and right-leaning
individuals are equally likely to discern fake from real news, in a post
hoc analysis we decomposed the three-way interaction by examining
three media truth discernment scores for Democrat-consistent,
Republican-consistent, and Neutral headlines.3 The media truth dis-
cernment scores were entered into a 3 (Democrat-consistent, Repub-
lican-consistent, Neutral)× 2 (Clinton support, Trump support) mixed
design ANOVA. This revealed a main effect of political ideology, F(1,
798)= 28.95, p < .001, ƞ2= .04, such that Clinton supporters were
better able to discern fake from real news across the full range of items
than Trump supporters. Crucially, there was an interaction between
type of news and political ideology (see Fig. 4), F(1, 798)= 20.14,
p < .001, ƞ2= .03. Surprisingly, Clinton supporters were far better at
discerning Democrat-consistent real from fake news than were Trump
supporters, t(7 9 8)= 7.95, p < .001, d= .58. However, as is also
evident from Fig. 4, the opposite was not true for Trump supporters. In
fact, if anything, Clinton supporters were also better able to discern real
from fake Republican-consistent news than were Trump supporters,
although the difference was not significant, t(7 9 8)= 1.56, p= .120,
d= .11.

Nonetheless, it is possible that the pattern of results for partisan
news is driven by the underlying plausibility of the items that we
happened to select (e.g., our Democrat-consistent fake news may have
been relatively implausible but the Democrat-consistent real news may
have been relatively plausible). Thus, as an additional test of ideolo-
gical differences we turn to the politically neutral news stories.
Supporting our previous analysis, Trump supporters in our sample were
less able to discern neutral (non-political) fake and real news than
Clinton supporters, t(7 9 8)= 3.33, p= .001, d= .24. Thus, our results
indicate that Trump supporters were, overall, less likely to form accu-
rate beliefs about news content (although the difference was not par-
ticularly large in magnitude).

3. Study 2

In Study 2, we report a replication of Study 1 with a larger set of
items and in a larger sample. Data for Study 2 were taken from the
control condition of a set of five identical experiments that assessed a
fact-checking intervention for fake news (Pennycook & Rand, 2017).
CRT scores were collected in these experiments, but their correlation
with perceived accuracy and sharing of fake versus real news was not
previously analyzed.

The items for Study 2 were created following a large pretest of 25
fake and 25 real political news headlines. As outlined in Pennycook and
Rand (2017), 12 fake and 12 real news headlines were selected, with
half of each set being Democrat-consistent items and the other half
Republican-consistent items. As in Study 1, the items were equally
partisan for both fake and real news headlines, t’s < 1.03, p’s > .300.

3.1. Method

We report how we determined our sample size, all data exclusions,
all manipulations, and all measures in the study. The preregistrations
for the five combined experiments pertained to the fact-checking in-
tervention reported in Pennycook and Rand (2017). Thus, the analyses
reported here were not preregistered. Nonetheless, we apply the iden-
tical analysis approach used in Study 1, and Study 2 is therefore con-
firmatory. Our data is available online (https://osf.io/tuw89/).

3.1.1. Participants
Our sample consisted of 2644 Americans from Amazon Mechanical

Turk (Mage=36.9, 45.3% male; 9 did not respond to the gender

Fig. 3. Mean perceived accuracy of fake and real news headlines (Study 1) as a
function of political concordance (Concordant=Democrat-consistent head-
lines for Clinton supporters/Republican-consistent headlines for Trump sup-
porters; Discordant=Republican-consistent headlines for Clinton supporters/
Democrat-consistent headlines for Trump supporters). N=800. Error bars re-
present 95% CIs.

Fig. 4. Media truth discernment (a high score indicates an increased capacity to
distinguish real from fake news) as a function of political ideology (support of
Hillary Clinton versus Donald Trump) and political valence of headline
(Democrat-consistent, Republican-consistent, or neutral). Media truth discern-
ment scores were computed by subtracting perceived accuracy of fake news
from perceived accuracy of real news and dividing by 4 (i.e., the potential scale
ranges from -1 to 1 with -1 indicating complete belief in fake news and disbelief
in real news, 0 indicating no discernment between fake and real, and 1 in-
dicating complete belief in real news and disbelief in fake news). Clinton sup-
porters: N=483. Trump supporters: N=317; Error bars represent 95% CIs.

3 The media truth discernment measure was computed using z-scores and therefore can
be considered an analog to d’ (via signal detection theory; Wickens, 2002). However, the
data in Fig. 4 is presented using raw data divided by 4 to ease interpretability. The two
analyses are nearly identical.
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question). Following our preregistrations for the intervention experi-
ments (see Pennycook & Rand, 2017 for details), some participants
were removed for indicating that they responded randomly (N=51) or
searching online for the news headlines during the study (N=33). Our
sample size was determined based on our preregistration for the in-
tervention experiments. Naturally, since our analysis is being restricted
to the control condition, our sample is half the size of the preregistered
target sample. A subset of the participants (N= 1463) consisted of
individuals who were invited to participate (through Mechanical Turk)
because they previously indicated a conservative political affiliation.
This was done to increase the number of political conservatives relative
to liberals. As a result, Study 2 had a sample that was roughly balanced
with respect to partisanship: 55.6% of participants preferred Clinton to
Trump in a forced choice. Participants completed this study between
July 7th and August 14th, 2017.

3.1.2. Materials and procedure
We selected the fake and news headlines using the same procedure

as Study 1. Participants were presented with 12 fake and 12 real news
headlines in a random order. Almost half of the headlines (11 out of 24)
were novel to Study 2 (all headlines can be found in the SM). As
mentioned, the stories were selected to be Democrat-consistent or
Republican-consistent. Headlines were presented in a random order for
each participant. For each headline, participants answered two ques-
tions: 1) “To the best of your knowledge, how accurate is the claim in
the above headline?” (response options: not at all accurate/not very
accurate/somewhat accurate/very accurate), and 2) “Would you con-
sider sharing this story online (for example, through Facebook or
Twitter)?” (response options: no, maybe, yes). Participants were asked
at the end of the study whether they would consider sharing something
political on social media (rather than being provided with that option in
the social media sharing question for every item as in Study 1).

Participants completed the same CRT measure and demographic
questionnaire as in Study 1. A series of questions about trust in the
media and fact-checkers that are not relevant for present purposes were
also included.

3.2. Results and discussion

Correlations between CRT performance and perceived accuracy for
fake and real news stories are presented in Table 3. Mean accuracy
judgments for partisan fake and real news headlines as a function of
CRT performance and political ideology are presented in Fig. 5. Addi-
tional descriptive statistics for primary variables can be found in the
SM. With a few exceptions, the pattern of results replicated Study 1.
First, as in Study 1, there was no evidence for a positive correlation
between CRT and accuracy ratings of politically-consistent fake news
for either Clinton or Trump supporters. The same pattern was also

evident for social media sharing (Table 3b). Instead of higher CRT
participants being stronger believers of politically-consistent fake news,
we found – as in Study 1 – that regardless of the partisanship of the
participant or the headline, more analytic individuals were better able
to differentiate between fake and real news (and the overall correlation
between CRT and media truth discernment, collapsing over all parti-
cipants and headlines, was robust to including demographic variables
as covariates, r= .22 with controls versus β= .19 with controls; see
Table 4). Moreover, again replicating Study 1, our participants were
better able to discern real from fake news for politically concordant
headlines (Fig. 6), t(2628)= 9.27, p < .001, d= .18. Thus, we once
again find no evidence of motivated reasoning. Instead, the results are
consistent with the classical reasoning account.

Turning from cognitive reflection to partisanship per se, we entered
perceived accuracy into a 2 (Type: fake, real)× 2 (Political valence:
Democrat-consistent, Republican-consistent) × 2 (Ideology: Clinton

Table 3
Correlation (Pearson r) between Cognitive Reflection Test performance and primary variables in Study 2 as a function of Hillary Clinton versus Donald Trump support
(based on a forced choice). Participants indicated perceived accuracy (a) and willingness to share on social media (b) for both fake and real news stories of Democrat-
consistent and Republican-consistent political news. “Discernment” refers to media truth discernment, which was computed by subtracting z-scores for fake news
(false alarms) from z-scores for real news (hits). Participants who indicated an unwillingness to ever share political news on social media were removed from the
social media sharing analysis. Clinton supporters: N=1461 for perceived accuracy; N=786 for social media sharing. Trump supporters: N=1168 for perceived
accuracy; N=594 for social media sharing.

Democrat-consistent Republican-consistent

Fake Real Discernment Fake Real Discernment

a) Perceived accuracy
Clinton supporters −.20*** .08** .23*** −.21*** .04 .19***

Trump supporters −.17*** −.01 .15*** −.14*** .04 .15***

b) Social media sharing
Clinton supporters −.25*** −.15*** .11** −.24*** −.24*** .01
Trump supporters −.19*** −.20*** −.02 −.17*** −.17*** −.001

Fig. 5. Mean perceived accuracy of (a) fake and (b) real news headlines as a
function of political ideology (support for Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump),
political valence of headline (Democrat-consistent or Republican-consistent),
and Cognitive Reflection Test performance (bottom quartile = “intuitive”; top
quartile = “deliberative”). Clinton support: Nintuitive=457; Ndeliberative=577.
Trump support: Nintuitive=422; Ndeliberative=386. Error bars represent 95% CIs.
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support, Trump support) mixed design ANOVA. There was no main
effect of political ideology, F(1, 2627)= 1.84, p= .175, ƞ2= .001, and
no effect of political valence, F(1, 2627)= 1.98, p= .160, ƞ2= .001.
However, all other main effects and two-way interactions were sig-
nificant, all F’s > 6.5, p’s < .012, and there was a strong three-way
interaction (for means and standard deviations, see SM), F(1,
2627)= 98.19, p < .001, ƞ2= .04. As in Study 1, we decomposed the
three-way interaction by examining media truth discernment scores
separately for Democrat-consistent and Republican-consistent content.
The media truth discernment scores were entered into a 2 (Political
valence: Democrat-consistent, Republican-consistent) × 2 (Ideology:
Clinton support, Trump support) mixed design ANOVA. This revealed a
main effect of political ideology, F(1, 2627)= 5.28, p= .022,
ƞ2= .002, such that Clinton supporters were better able to discern fake
from real news across the full range of items than Trump supporters.
Crucially, there was an interaction between type of news and political
ideology (see Fig. 7), F(1, 2627)= 76.51, p < .001, ƞ2= .03. As in
Study 1, Clinton supporters were better at discerning Democrat-con-
sistent real from fake news than were Trump supporters, t
(2627)= 6.71, p < .001, d= .27. However, unlike Study 1, the op-
posite was also true: Trump supporters were better at discerning Re-
publican-consistent real from fake news than were Clinton supporters, t
(2627)= 2.45, p= .015, d= .10. Thus, far from being particularly
vulnerable to fake news that was constructed to accord with their po-
litical ideology, our participants – be they supporters of Clinton or
Trump – were actually more accurate when judging politically-con-
sistent news headlines.

4. Study 3

Across two studies, we found no evidence for the motivated System
2 reasoning account (Kahan, 2013, 2017) in the context of political fake
news. Specifically, whereas research on political topics such as climate
change (Kahan et al., 2012) and gun control (Kahan et al., 2017) in-
dicates that political polarization increases as a function of increased
analytic ability, our findings indicate that more analytic people are less
(not more) likely to believe politically-consistent fake news than less
analytic people. Moreover, there was only inconsistent evidence for a
positive correlation between analytic thinking and belief in legitimate
news stories. Thus, to better understand the mechanisms that lead more
analytic individuals to more readily reject even identity-consistent fake
news, it is worthwhile to consider the features of fake news as a class of
stimuli.

As discussed by Pennycook, Cannon and Rand (2018), one of the
most salient characteristics of fake news stories that spread widely on
social media is that the underlying claims are largely implausible. This
occurs because fake news represents entirely fabricated claims that are
constructed with the explicit goal of “going viral” online. Thus, while
fake news may succeed in drawing attention (and, potentially, facil-
itating social media sharing; Vosoughi, Roy, & Aral, 2018), the focus on
virality likely undermines plausibility and, therefore, perceptions of
accuracy for analytic individuals. Indeed, previous research based on
the classical reasoning account has shown that analytic thinking is
correlated with skepticism about a wide range of epistemically suspect
claims (reviewed in Pennycook, et al., 2015a; Pennycook, 2018), such
as those pertaining to supernatural beliefs (Pennycook et al., 2012) and
conspiracy theories (Swami et al., 2014). One possibility, then, is that
analytic individuals are better at using implausibility as a cue for per-
ceived accuracy. This suggests that perceptions of news items that are
relatively implausible should be more negatively impacted by in-
dividual differences in CRT performance than relatively plausible news
items. We investigate this possibility in Study 3 by combining the item-
level data from the first two studies and correlating plausibility (i.e.
mean perceived likelihood for each item, as determined out-of-sample
in a pre-test) with the direction and magnitude of the correlation be-
tween CRT and perceived accuracy for each individual item.

Our pretest also included the extent to which each item would be
“favorable for” Democrats versus Republicans and participants in the
pretest indicated their political ideology using the same Clinton/Trump

Table 4
Final step of hierarchical multiple regression analysis (Study 2) predicting
media truth discernment with age, gender (1=male, 2= female), education,
conservatism (combined social and economic conservatism), and performance
on the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT) as predictors. Media truth discernment
was computed by subtracting z-scores for fake news (false alarms) from z-scores
for real news (hits); i.e., a high score indicates an increased capacity to dis-
tinguish real from fake news). The first column indicates pairwise correlations,
while the remaining columns show the final step of hierarchical multiple re-
gression analysis predicting media truth discernment with the other variables.
VIF=Variance inflation factor (test of multicollinearity). N=2631.

r β t p Tolerance VIF

Intercept 6.71 < .001
Age .15 .16 8.46 < .001 0.96 1.05
Gender −.08 −.06 3.08 .002 0.95 1.05
Education .13 .10 5.23 < .001 0.98 1.02
Conservatism −.06 −.07 3.73 < .001 0.96 1.04
CRT .22 .19 9.86 < .001 0.95 1.06

Fig. 6. Mean perceived accuracy of fake and real news headlines (Study 2) as a
function of political concordance (Concordant=Democrat-consistent head-
lines for Clinton supporters/Republican-consistent headlines for Trump sup-
porters; Discordant=Republican-consistent headlines for Clinton supporters/
Democrat-consistent headlines for Trump supporters). N=2629. Error bars
represent 95% CIs.

Fig. 7. Media truth discernment (a high score indicates an increased capacity to
distinguish real from fake news) as a function of political ideology (support of
Hillary Clinton versus Donald Trump) and political valence of headline
(Democrat-consistent, Republican-consistent, or neutral). Media truth discern-
ment scores were computed by subtracting perceived accuracy of fake news
from perceived accuracy of real news and dividing by 4 (i.e., the potential scale
ranges from −1 to 1 with −1 indicating complete belief in fake news and
disbelief in real news, 0 indicating no discernment between fake and real, and 1
indicating complete belief in real news and disbelief in fake news). Clinton
supporters: N=1461. Trump supporters: N=1168; Error bars represent 95%
CIs.
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preference measure that was used in Studies 1 and 2. This also allows us
to investigate, at the level of specific headlines, the relative role of
partisanship in driving CRT correlations. If belief in news headlines is
driven by MS2R, then partisanship should positively predict the re-
lationship between CRT performance and perceived accuracy: the most
partisan and politically concordant items should show the most strongly
positive correlations.

4.1. Method

Across the two studies there were 22 political fake news items and
22 political real news items. We took the correlation between CRT and
perceived accuracy for each item separately for individuals who in-
dicated support for Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump, producing 88
correlations. Mean plausibility for each item was determined out-of-
sample using the pretest that was used to validate the items in Studies 1
and 2. Specifically, participants in the pretest were asked: “What is the
likelihood that the above headline is true?” and responded on a scale
from 1 (Extremely unlikely) to 7 (Extremely likely). They were also
asked to rate the relative partisanship of each item: “Assuming the
above headline is entirely accurate, how favorable would it be to
Democrats versus Republicans” using a scale from 1 (More favorable for
Democrats) to 5 (More favorable for Republicans). Participants in the
pre-test were either presented with a full set of fake or real headlines,
but not both. Each set consisted of 25 items, some of which were not
included in either Studies 1 or 2. Mean plausibility and partisanship
ratings for each item were defined based on whether the individual in
the pretest indicated supporting Clinton or Trump in a forced choice.
Thus, the correlation between CRT and perceived accuracy among
Clinton [Trump] supporters in Studies 1 and 2 was correlated with
mean plausibility and partisanship from the pretest among Clinton
[Trump] supporters. This post hoc analysis was conducted following the
completion of our first two studies.

4.2. Results

As is evident from Fig. 8a, there is a strong association between the
size and direction of the correlation between CRT and perceived ac-
curacy (CRT-accuracy relationship, hereafter) for the items employed in
Studies 1 and 2 and the out-of-sample plausibility ratings for those
items. Specifically, CRT correlates negatively with relatively implausible

political news headlines (i.e., below scale midpoint of 4), but positively
with perceived accuracy of relatively plausible political news headlines
(i.e., above scale midpoint of 4).4 The correlation between plausibility
and the CRT-accuracy relationship was strong and significant for sup-
porters of both Clinton, r(42)= .80, p < .001, and Trump, r(42)= .82,
p < .001. In contrast, the relative partisanship of each item (on a scale
from 1-Favorable for Democrats to 5-Favorable for Republicans) was
not significantly predictive of the CRT-accuracy relationship for sup-
porters of either Clinton, r(42)=−.16, p= .292, or Trump, r
(42)=−.17, p= .261. Thus, whereas implausibility seems to play a
strong role in determining whether analytic thinking will influence
perceptions of accuracy versus inaccuracy, the correspondence between
the partisanship of the item and the political affiliation of the individual
plays little role in the impact of analytic thinking on perceptions of
accuracy. This conclusion is also supported by an alternative analysis
approach using linear mixed models (see Appendix). In other words, we
find that the relationship between CRT and perceptions of accuracy is
moderated by plausibility, and not by partisanship. These observations
fit well with the classical reasoning account, and are in stark contrast to
the predictions of the MS2R account.

Finally, as can been in Fig. 8, the differential relationship between
CRT and perceived accuracy of fake versus real news reported in Stu-
dies 1 and 2 was not driven by just a few items. On the contrary, the
correlation was negative for nearly all fake news items, and positive for
a large majority of real news items. This demonstrates the robustness of
the finding that higher CRT scores leads to better media truth dis-
cernment.

5. General discussion

Across two studies with 3446 participants, we found consistent
evidence that analytic thinking plays a role in how people judge the
accuracy of fake news. Specifically, individuals who are more willing to
think analytically when given a set of reasoning problems (i.e., two
versions of the Cognitive Reflection Test) are less likely to erroneously

Fig. 8. Scatterplots displaying, for each headline in Studies 1 and 2, the correlation between Cognitive Reflection Test performance (CRT) and perceived accuracy (y-
axis) as a function of item-level (a) plausibility (low score= high implausibility; high score= high plausibility) and (b) Republican partisanship (low score= fa-
vorable for Democrats; high score= favorable for Republicans). Results for Clinton supporters are shown in blue, and for Trump supporters in red. Real news
headlines are represented with circles, and fake news headlines are represented with triangles. The figure shows that CRT correlates positively with perceived
accuracy of relatively plausible political news headlines, but negatively with relatively implausible political news headlines for both Clinton (r= .80, p < .001) and
Trump supporters (r= .82, p < .001). The role of relative political news partisanship is, in contrast, not significant for either Clinton (r=−.16, p= .292) or Trump
(r= .17, p= .261) supporters. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

4 Although it should be noted that splitting the sample based on plausibility (i.e., above
or below scale midpoint) produces a significant correlation for implausible items, r
(52)= .65, p < .001, but only a marginally significant correlation for plausible items, r
(32)= .30, p = .086. This is likely due to lack of power, and a lack of highly plausible
items in our stimulus set.
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think that fake news is accurate. Crucially, this was not driven by a
general skepticism toward news media: More analytic individuals were,
if anything, more likely to think that legitimate (“real”) news was ac-
curate. All of the real news stories that we used – unlike the fake ones –
were factually accurate and came from mainstream sources. Thus, our
evidence indicates that analytic thinking helps to accurately discern the
truth in the context of news headlines. More analytic individuals were
also better able to discern real from fake news regardless of their po-
litical ideology, and of whether the headline was Pro-Democrat, Pro-
Republican, or politically neutral; and this relationship was robust to
controlling for age, gender, and education.

5.1. Motivated reasoning and fake news

The present results are relevant for the theoretical debate about the
role of analytic thinking broadly in belief formation and retention.
Notably, there is some evidence that the propensity to think analytically
(as indexed by the CRT and related measures) actually exacerbates
motivated reasoning (Kahan, 2013; Kahan et al., 2012; Kahan, Jenkins-
Smith, & Braman, 2011; Kahan, et al., 2017), thereby lowering accuracy
and increasing political polarization. That is, the disposition to think
analytically may lead people to use deliberative reasoning to justify
their prior beliefs and to protect their political (or otherwise) identity. In
keeping with this Motivated System 2 Reasoning account, one of the
most common explanations of the recent rise of fake news is that it is
driven by people convincing themselves that even implausible fake
news is accurate if it corresponds with their political ideology (Beck,
2017; Calvert, 2017; Kahan, 2017; Singal, 2017). In contrast, however,
other work – rooted in what we call the classical reasoning account –
has found analytic thinking to be linked to the override of prior belief
and values in a variety of realms (for a review see Pennycook, et al.,
2015b).

Contrary to the MS2R account, and consistent with the classical
reasoning account, we found that analytic thinking was not associated
with increased acceptance of politically concordant fake news. In fact,
the precise opposite pattern of results was observed: analytic thinking
was associated with the rejection of or disbelief in even politically con-
cordant fake news articles. Thus, the evidence indicates that people fall
for fake news because they fail to think; not because they think in a
motivated or identity-protective way. While it was also true that there
was an overall tendency for Democrats/Clinton supporters to rate
Democrat-consistent fake news as more accurate than Republican-
consistent fake news (and vice versa for Republicans/Trump suppor-
ters), our results suggest that this tendency may be driven by different
prior beliefs about what is or is not plausible. If so, our results suggest
that analytic thinking supports the override of these priors (as opposed
to the exacerbation of them, as implied by the MS2R account).

How, then, do we make sense of the seemingly contradictory finding
that analytic thinking exacerbates motivated reasoning in terms of at-
titudes about topics such as global warming (Kahan et al., 2012), but
not perceived accuracy of fake news? One possibility is that exceptions
to analytic thinking’s general tendency to protect against epistemically
suspect beliefs occur in cases where analytic thinking is unlikely to be
successful. That is, even the most reflective members of the general
population cannot overcome their lack of training and knowledge in the
realm of, for example, climate science. Thinking analytically about
extremely complex scientific issues is not likely to have a directional
effect because the factors that climate scientists think about when
judging the likelihood of anthropogenic global warming will not be the
same as the factors that lay people think about. In contrast, as evi-
denced by our item analysis in Study 3, plausibility may play a strong
role in whether more analytic individuals are more or less likely to
believe a news headline. Specifically, analytic thinking is more strongly
negatively associated with acceptance of implausible news headlines
(as is common for fake news) but more strongly positively associated
with acceptance of plausible news headlines (as in common for

mainstream news).5 Further research is necessary to map the domains
in which analytic thinking helps or hurts. This may help reveal how and
when analytic thinking might support versus exacerbate motivated
reasoning.

Another possibility is that explicitly asking participants to assess
fake and real news led them to be more analytic and objective than they
otherwise might be.6 Research in the context of science communication
shows that asking individuals about facts instead of personal beliefs
massively decreases political and religious differences (Kahan, 2015). It
is possible that changing the wording of our perceived accuracy ques-
tion to be more about belief would mitigate or even reverse the cor-
relation with analytic thinking. Moreover, a manipulation that high-
lights the importance of political identity may lead to increased
motivated reasoning and, potentially, a positive correlation between
analytic thinking and perceptions of fake news accuracy. Alternatively,
adding a pre-emptive inoculation statement (Cook et al., 2017), such as
a warning that not all news stories are accurate, may further increase
the strength of the correlation between analytic thinking and media
truth discernment. Ultimately, our results indicate that analytic
thinking facilitates the detection of fake news under standard experi-
mental conditions – future research is required to investigate additional
contexts (and, of course, different cultures).

5.2. Political ideology and fake news

The overall capacity to discern real from fake news was lower
among those who preferred Donald Trump over Hillary Clinton, relative
to those who preferred Hillary Clinton over Donald Trump (the one
exception being that in Study 2, those who preferred Trump were better
at discerning Republican-consistent items). This findings is relevant for
the current debate surrounding potential ideological asymmetries in
cognitive processing styles (see Ditto et al., 2018; Jost, 2017 for re-
views). A recent meta-analysis indicates that liberals and conservatives
do not differ in terms of partisan bias for politically salient content (i.e.,
there is no ideological asymmetry when it comes to the acceptance of
information that confirms rather than challenges one’s belief) (Ditto
et al., 2018). This occurs despite research indicating that political
conservatives in the US tend to be more cognitively rigid, dogmatic, and
less tolerant of ambiguity than liberals (Jost, 2017). To muddy the
waters further, the evidence for ideological asymmetry in the disposi-
tion to think analytically has been more equivocal (Jost, 2017; Kahan,
2013; Yilmaz & Saribay, 2017a, 2017b, 2016). Indeed, a recent meta-
study (Pennycook & Rand, 2018) found that the Trump voters scored
lower than Clinton voters on the CRT, but that this difference was
driven by Democrats who voted for Trump.7

The present results indicate that there is, in fact, a political asym-
metry when it comes to the capacity to discern the truth in news media.
Moreover, the association between conservatism and media truth dis-
cernment held independently of CRT performance. This may help ex-
plain why Republican-consistent fake news was apparently more
common than Democrat-consistent fake news leading up to the 2016
Presidential election (Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017; Guess, Nyhan, &
Reifler, 2018) and why the media ecosystem (including open web links,
and both Twitter and Facebook sharing) is more polarized on the po-
litical right than on the left in the US (Faris et al., 2017). Nonetheless, it

5 These results are in contrast to work on belief bias, in which higher CRT people are
less likely to be mislead by plausibility when answering deductive logic problems with
implausible but logically correct conclusions (Trippas, Pennycook, Verde, & Handley,
2015). In these cases, plausibility is a misleading cue – and therefore a case where our
account predicts analytic thinking would lead one to ignore implausibility. We do not
argue that high CRT people are more likely to rely on plausibility per se, but rather that
high CRT individuals use plausibility to judge the accuracy of news headlines given the
connection between plausibility and truth in the context of our stimuli.

6 We thank Dan Kahan for suggesting this possibility.
7 The study by Pennycook and Rand (2018) includes data from Studies 1 and 2, so we

therefore do not analyze ideological differences in CRT performance here.
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remains unclear precisely why Republicans (at least in Mechanical Turk
samples) are apparently worse at discerning between fake and real
news.

5.3. Limitations

There are a number of potential limitations or criticisms of the
current work that should be highlighted. Foremost, the present analysis
relies on a convenience sample of online Mechanical Turk workers.
Although previous work has shown that Amazon Mechanical Turk is a
reasonably reliable resource for research on political ideology
(Coppock, 2016; Krupnikov & Levine, 2014; Mullinix, Leeper,
Druckman, & Freese, 2015), our samples were not nationally re-
presentative and our political ideology comparisons should be inter-
preted with this in mind. However, with respect to the correlation be-
tween analytic thinking and fake news accuracy, it should be noted that
obtaining nationally representative populations may not be as im-
portant as sampling from groups of people who are most likely to come
across fake news stories; presumably, frequent internet and social
media users. For this, Mechanical Turk may actually be a better re-
source than a nationally representative sample.

It should be noted that although our studies were completed online
with news stories in the format of a Facebook post, our study en-
vironment was otherwise not a close analog to the social media en-
vironment. For one, participants were presented with a steady stream of
news articles with no other interspersed content. Moreover, we pre-
sented participants with a mix of politically concordant and discordant
news stories, which does not necessarily coincide with the media echo
chambers that are usually encountered on Facebook (or elsewhere on-
line). For example, Bakshy, Messing, and Adamic (2015) found that
politically discordant news stories only constituted 24% of American
liberals’ and 35% of American conservatives’ news feeds.

Another potential criticism of the current work is that the effect
sizes are modest. Correlations between CRT and media truth discern-
ment ranged from .10 (for Republican-consistent items among Clinton
supporters in Study 1) to .28 (for Democrat-consistent items among
Clinton supporters in Study 1). According to a recent meta-analysis of
effect sizes in individual differences research, correlations (r) of .10,
.20, and .30 can be considered relatively small, medium, and large,
respectively (Gignac & Szodorai, 2016). Thus, while some of the cor-
relations reported here are relatively small, others are actually rela-
tively large. Put differently, our effect sizes are typical for this type of
research.

We relied entirely on the CRT to assess analytic thinking. There are
two potential criticisms of this: 1) Many MTurkers have been exposed to
the CRT, such that it may no longer be a valid measure in that popu-
lation (Haigh, 2016), and 2) The CRT is a measure of cognitive ability
or numeracy (Sinayev & Peters, 2015) and not the disposition to think
analytically (as argued here). Regarding the first point, a recent analysis
that included over 2500 participants and 17 variables of interest did not
find a single case where the predictive power of the CRT was sig-
nificantly undermined by repeated exposure (Bialek & Pennycook,
2017).

Regarding the criticism that the CRT is not a measure of the dis-
position to think analytically, but is actually a measure of numeracy or
(more generally) cognitive ability (Sinayev & Peters, 2015), there is
now considerable evidence that CRT predicts numerous psychological

factors (such as religious belief, moral judgments, etc.) even after nu-
meracy and cognitive ability have been taken into account (Pennycook,
2017; Pennycook, Fugelsang, & Koehler, 2015b; Pennycook & Ross,
2016; Shenhav et al., 2012). Nonetheless, numeracy is clearly a com-
ponent of CRT performance and there are cases where the ability to
think analytically is more influential than the disposition to think
analytically (e.g., Pennycook et al., 2014). Thus, future work is needed
to determine if the propensity to think analytically per se is associated
with media truth discernment. At any rate, the present results provide
evidence for an association between analytic thinking and media truth
discernment regardless of whether disposition or ability are of primary
importance.

Finally, future work should investigate not only perceptions of fake
(and real) news accuracy, but also the consequences of reading news
headlines for subsequent beliefs and behaviors. Much has been made of
the potential effect that fake news had on voting for the 2016 US
Presidential election (e.g., Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017; Faris et al., 2017;
Lazer et al., 2018); the underlying presumption is that people are, in
fact, responsive to fake news in important ways. Empirical tests that
assess the downstream impacts of misinformation on social media (and
elsewhere) are sorely needed.

6. Conclusion

The Oxford Dictionary declared “post-truth” to be the word of the
year in 2016 and defined it as such: “relating to or denoting circum-
stances in which objective facts are less influential in shaping public
opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief.” This is a reflec-
tion of a growing issue in the modern world and it is imperative for
psychologists to develop a clear understanding of why people fall prey
to the various forms of disinformation that we now appear to be in-
undated with on a daily basis. The present results indicate that analytic
thinking plays an important role in people’s self-inoculation against
political disinformation. Contrary to the popular Motivated System 2
Reasoning account of political cognition, our evidence indicates that
people fall for fake news because they fail to think; not because they
think in a motivated or identity-protective way. This suggests that in-
terventions that are directed at making the public more thoughtful
consumers of news media may have promise. Ironically, the invention
of the internet and social media – which resulted from a great deal of
analytic thinking – may now be exacerbating our tendency to rely on
intuition (Barr, Pennycook, Stolz, & Fugelsang, 2015; Fisher, Goddu, &
Keil, 2015; Ward, Duke, Gneezy, & Bos, 2017), to the potential peril of
both ourselves and society as a whole (Rand, Tomlin, Bear, Ludvig, &
Cohen, 2017; Tomlin, Rand, Ludvig, & Cohen, 2015; Toupo, Strogatz, &
Cohen, 2015). In a time where truth is embattled, it is particularly
important to understand of whom (and why) inaccurate beliefs take
hold.
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Appendix A

The conclusions of Study 3 are also supported by an alternative analysis approach using linear mixed models. Here we take perceived accuracy
rating at the level of the individual headline as the dependent variable unit of analysis (30 or 24 observations per participant, depending on the
study) and predict this DV using participant CRT score, headline characteristic (plausibility or partisanship, depending on the analysis; normalized to
the interval [0,1]), and the interaction between CRT score and headline characteristic. The mixed models allowed intercepts and headline char-
acteristic slopes to vary across subjects (models where intercepts and/or CRT slopes also varied across headlines failed to converge). The results are
shown in Table 5. We found large positive interactions between CRT and plausibility for both Clinton and Trump supporters, such that the coefficient
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on CRT when predicting perceived accuracy was negative for relatively implausible headlines (at minimum plausibility, extrapolated coefficient on
CRT is b= -0.622 for Clinton supporters and b= -0.577 for Trump supporters) and positive for relatively plausible headlines (at maximum plau-
sibility, extrapolated coefficient on CRT is b= 0.542 for Clinton supporters and b= 0.548 for Trump supporters). Conversely, we found much
smaller interactions (albeit still statistically significant among Trump supporters) between CRT and partisanship, such that the coefficient on CRT
when predicting perceived accuracy did not change substantially based on headline partisanship (at maximally liberal, extrapolated coefficient on
CRT is b= -0.042 for Clinton supporters and b= -0.214 for Trump supporters; at maximally conservative, extrapolated coefficient on CRT is b= -
0.177 for Clinton supporters and b=0.060 for Trump supporters).

Appendix B. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cognition.2018.06.011.
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1. Study 1 
Preregistration explanation 

Hypotheses 

We preregistered our primary hypothesis (along with some secondary hypotheses, see full 
preregistration, https://osf.io/tuw89/): 

1) Analytic thinking makes people less susceptible to fake news. 

2) People who are more receptive to bullshit are more susceptible to fake news. 

5) Do the correlations with analytic thinking (1) … depend on disagreement with the fake 
news? In other words, will more analytic liberals [conservatives] be more or less likely to 
think Pro-Trump [Anti-Trump] fake news is accurate? This is exploratory in the sense 
that any pattern of results is revealing. 

Results – Primary Analyses 

The primary correlational analyses were preregistered along with the separation of 
Clinton/Trump supporters (which always refers to preference for one over the other when forced 
to choose between them): 

1) Correlate CRT with mean accuracy rating for both fake and real news. Should 
correlate negatively with fake news (more analytic -> more likely to say fake news is 
inaccurate) and positively with real news (more analytic -> more likely to say real news 
is accurate). More analytic individuals should also be less likely to share fake news on 
social media. 

6) Analyses described in (1) … will be completed separately for Trump/Clinton 
supporters. 

We also preregistered the comparison of accuracy judgments for real and fake news as a function 
of political valence and (between subject) political ideology:  

5) Three-way interaction between actual news accuracy (real, fake), news type (Pro-
Democrat, Pro-Republican, Neutral), and political ideology (Trump supporter, Clinton 
supporter) using a mixed design ANOVA. 

 

  

https://osf.io/tuw89/
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Table S1.  

Descriptive statistics for Study 1. Responses for which participants selected the option indicating 
that they were unwillingness to ever share political news on social media were removed from the 
social media sharing analysis. Perceived accuracy: N = 802. Social media sharing: N = 667.  

Measure Scale Mean SD Skew1 Kurtosis2 
Cognitive Reflection Test (accuracy) 0-1 .53 .29 -.23 -1.01 

Fake news (perceived accuracy) 1-4 1.83 .42 .47 .22 

Real news (perceived accuracy) 1-4 2.76 .43 -.70 1.50 

Fake news (social media sharing) 1-3 1.24 .32 1.77 3.23 

Real news (social media sharing) 1-3 1.40 .39 .92 .18 
1 SE = .08 (social media = .10) 
2 SE = .17 (social media = .19) 
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Table S2.  

Perceived accuracy means (standard deviations) for comparison between those with a Clinton 
versus Trump preference as a function of news type and political valence. Clinton preference: N 
= 483; Trump preference: N = 317.  

  Democrat-consistent  Republican-
consistent 

 Neutral 

  Fake Real   Fake Real   Fake Real  

Clinton 
preference 

 1.73 
(.51) 

2.97 
(.54) 

  1.69 
(.44) 

2.58 
(.50) 

  1.99 
(.49) 

2.93 
(.51) 

 

Trump 
preference 

 1.58 
(.53) 

2.38 
(.53) 

  1.93 
(.54) 

2.75 
(.55) 

  2.07 
(.52) 

2.86 
(.51) 

 

 
Table S3.  

Social media sharing means (standard deviations) for comparison between those with a Clinton 
versus Trump preference as a function of news type and political valence. Clinton preference: N 
= 400; Trump preference: N = 265. 

  Democrat-consistent  Republican-
consistent 

 Neutral 

  Fake Real   Fake Real   Fake Real  

Clinton 
preference 

 1.18 
(.32) 

1.42 
(.53) 

  1.14 
(.29) 

1.24 
(.35) 

  1.33 
(.43) 

1.50 
(.49) 

 

Trump 
preference 

 1.17 
(.34) 

1.22 
(.34) 

  1.25 
(.38) 

1.45 
(.46) 

  1.41 
(.47) 

1.55 
(.49) 
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Additional analyses 

In the main text, it was noted that the following was preregistered: “Accuracy ratings will be 
scored 0 if ‘not at all accurate’ or ‘not very accurate’ are selected and 1 if ‘somewhat accurate’ or 
‘very accurate’ are selected. Social media ratings will be scored 0 if ‘no’ is selected and 1 if 
‘maybe’ or ‘yes’ is selected”. The following is a re-analysis of the key results using the 
preregistered coding. 

As is evident from Table S4, the results are very similar using dichotomous coding. The 
following are the only correlations between CRT and accuracy judgments that are significant in 
one case and not the other: 1) Fake news accuracy among Trump supporters for Democrat-
consistent items: rcontinuous = -.12, p = .038 v. rdichotomous = -.11, p = .055. 2) Fake news accuracy 
among Trump supporters for Neutral items: rcontinuous = -.09, p = .131 v. rdichotomous = -.11, p = 
.046.  

Table S5 indicates that the results are very similar if the CRT is scored based on the proportion 
of intuitive (as opposed to correct) responses, although obviously in the opposite direction.  

Table S6 indicates that the results are essentially identical if participants are broken up based on 
party affiliation (Democrat v. Republican) instead of support for Hillary Clinton v. Donald 
Trump. 
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Table S4.  

Correlation (Pearson r) between Cognitive Reflection Test performance and primary variables (dichotomized) in Study 1 as a function 
of Hillary Clinton versus Donald Trump preference (based on a forced choice). Participants indicated perceived accuracy (a) and 
willingness to share (b) for both fake and real news stories of three types: Democrat-consistent political news, Republican-consistent 
political news, and Neutral (non-political) news. ‘Discernment’ refers to Media Truth Discernment (d’), which was computed by 
subtracting z-scores for fake news (false alarms) from z-scores for real news (hits). Responses for which participants selected the 
option indicating that they were unwilling to ever share political news on social media were removed from the social media sharing 
analysis. Clinton supporters: N = 483 for perceived accuracy; N = 400 for social media sharing. Trump supporters: N = 317 for 
perceived accuracy; N = 265 for social media sharing. 

a) Perceived accuracy  Democrat-consistent  Republican-consistent  Neutral 

  Fake Real Discernment  Fake Real Discernment  Fake Real Discernment 

Clinton preference  -.25*** .11** .28***  -.15** -.02 .10*  -.19*** .07 .21*** 

Trump preference  -.11 .14** .20***  -.09 .18** .22***  -.11* .16** .23*** 

   

b) Social media sharing  Democrat-consistent  Republican-consistent  Neutral 

  Fake Real Discernment  Fake Real Discernment  Fake Real Discernment 

Clinton preference  -.22*** -.13** .10  -.24*** -.21*** .01  -.22*** -.12* .11* 

Trump preference  -.18** -.10 .11  -.14* -.13* .04  -.17** -.12* .08 

  ***p < .001, **p< .01, *p < .05 
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Table S5.  

Correlation (Pearson r) between proportion of intuitive answers on the Cognitive Reflection Test and primary variables in Study 1 as a 
function of Hillary Clinton versus Donald Trump preference (based on a forced choice). Participants indicated perceived accuracy (a) 
and willingness to share (b) for both fake and real news stories of three types: Democrat-consistent political news, Republican-
consistent political news, and Neutral (non-political) news. ‘Discernment’ refers to Media Truth Discernment (d’), which was 
computed by subtracting z-scores for fake news (false alarms) from z-scores for real news (hits). Responses for which participants 
selected the option indicating that they were unwillingness to ever share political news on social media were removed from the social 
media sharing analysis. Clinton supporters: N = 483 for perceived accuracy; N = 400 for social media sharing. Trump supporters: N = 
317 for perceived accuracy; N = 265 for social media sharing. 

a) Perceived accuracy  Democrat-consistent  Republican-consistent  Neutral 

  Fake Real Discernment  Fake Real Discernment  Fake Real Discernment 

Clinton preference  .20*** -.08 -.20***  .15** .06 -.06  .12** -.02 -.12* 

Trump preference  .13* -.09 -.19**  .08 -.16** .19**  .10 -.15** -.21*** 

   

b) Social media sharing  Democrat-consistent  Republican-consistent  Neutral 

  Fake Real Discernment  Fake Real Discernment  Fake Real Discernment 

Clinton preference  .20*** .10* -.07  .21*** .20*** -.02  .20*** .10 -.10* 

Trump preference  .17** .11 -.11  .13* .15* .01  .17** .13* -.06 

  ***p < .001, **p< .01, *p < .05 
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Table S6.  

Correlation (Pearson r) between Cognitive Reflection Test performance and primary variables (continuous) in Study 1 as a function of 
Democrat versus Republican party affiliation. Participants indicated perceived accuracy (a) and willingness to share (b) for both fake 
and real news stories of three types: Democrat-consistent political news, Republican-consistent political news, and Neutral (non-
political) news. ‘Discernment’ refers to perceptions of real news subtracted by perceptions of fake news (i.e., ability to discern fake 
from real news). Responses for which participants selected the option indicating that they were unwillingness to ever share political 
news on social media were removed from the social media sharing analysis. Democrats: N = 340 for perceived accuracy; N = 294 for 
social media sharing. Republicans: N = 193 for perceived accuracy; N = 161 for social media sharing.    

a) Perceived accuracy  Democrat-consistent  Republican-consistent  Neutral 

  Fake Real Discernment  Fake Real Discernment  Fake Real Discernment 

Democrats  -.30*** .15** .32***  -.25** -.08 .12*  -.19*** .08 .22*** 

Republicans  -.14 .13 .21**  -.11 .13 .20**  -.08 .16* .21** 

   

b) Social media sharing  Democrat-consistent  Republican-consistent  Neutral 

  Fake Real Discernment  Fake Real Discernment  Fake Real Discernment 

Democrats  -.24*** -.11 .04  -.28*** -.29*** -.09  -.28*** -.17** .09 

Republicans  -.21** -.13 .06  -.11 -.15 -.08  -.19* -.12 .06 

  ***p < .001, **p< .01, *p < .05 
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2. Study 2 
 

Table S7.  

Descriptive statistics for Study 1. Participants who indicated an unwillingness to ever share 
political news on social media were removed from the social media sharing analysis. Perceived 
accuracy: N = 802. Social media sharing: N = 667.  

Measure Scale Mean SD Skew1 Kurtosis2 
Cognitive Reflection Test (accuracy) 0-1 0.51 0.29 -0.04 -1.08 

Fake news (perceived accuracy) 1-4 1.66 0.45 0.83 0.83 

Real news (perceived accuracy) 1-4 2.59 0.44 -0.34 0.62 

Fake news (social media sharing) 1-3 1.49 0.41 0.77 0.12 

Real news (social media sharing) 1-3 1.23 0.30 1.82 3.64 
1 SE = .05 (social media = .07) 
2 SE = .10 (social media = .13) 
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Table S8.  

Perceived accuracy means (standard deviations) for comparison between those with a Clinton 
versus Trump preference as a function of news type and political valence. Clinton preference: N 
= 1461; Trump preference: N = 1168. 

  Democrat-consistent  Republican-consistent  

  Fake Real   Fake Real   

Clinton preference  1.77 (.53) 2.75 (.52)   1.55 (.47) 2.47 (.51)   

Trump preference  1.58 (.49) 2.38 (.52)   1.75 (.52) 2.75 (.51)   

 
Table S9.  

Social media sharing means (standard deviations) for comparison between those with a Clinton 
versus Trump preference as a function of news type and political valence. Clinton preference: N 
= 786. Trump preference: N = 594. 

  Democrat-consistent  Republican-consistent  

  Fake Real   Fake Real   

Clinton preference  1.26 (.35) 1.58 (.48)   1.15 (.28) 1.35 (.40)   

Trump preference  1.18 (.32) 1.36 (.42)   1.31 (.37) 1.67 (.53)   
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3. News Items – Study 1 

Fake – Democrat-Consistent 
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Fake – Republican-Consistent 
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Fake – Politically Neutral 
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Real – Democrat-Consistent 
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Real – Republican-Consistent 
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Real – Politically Neutral 
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4. News Items – Study 2 

Fake – Democrat-Consistent 
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Fake – Republican-Consistent 
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Real – Democrat-Consistent 
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Real – Republican-Consistent 
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